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Abstract
Animals which need to see well at night generally have eyes with wide pupils. This optical strategy to improve photon capture
may be improved neurally by summing the outputs of neighbouring visual channels (spatial summation) or by increasing the
length of time a sample of photons is counted by the eye (temporal summation). These summation strategies only come at the cost
of spatial and temporal resolution. A simple analytical model is developed to investigate whether the improved photon catch
afforded by summation really improves vision in dim light, or whether the losses in resolution actually make vision worse. The
model, developed for both vertebrate camera eyes and arthropod compound eyes, calculates the finest spatial detail perceivable
by a given eye design at a specified light intensity and image velocity. Visual performance is calculated for the apposition
compound eye of the locust, the superposition compound eye of the dung beetle and the camera eye of the nocturnal toad. The
results reveal that spatial and temporal summation is extremely beneficial to vision in dim light, especially in small eyes (e.g.
compound eyes), which have a restricted ability to collect photons optically. The model predicts that using optimum spatiotem-
poral summation the locust can extend its vision to light intensities more than 100 000 times dimmer than if it relied on its optics
alone. The relative amounts of spatial and temporal summation predicted to be optimal in dim light depend on the image velocity.
Animals which are sedentary and rely on seeing small, slow images (such as the toad) are predicted to rely more on temporal
summation and less on spatial summation. The opposite strategy is predicted for animals which need to see large, fast images. The
predictions of the model agree very well with the known visual behaviours of nocturnal animals. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Seeing well in dim light is not a trivial task. For an
eye adapted for vision on bright sunny days, a moon-
less night can be very dark indeed: light reaching the
eye at midnight is typically 1000 million times dimmer
than light reaching it at midday. Not surprisingly,
maintaining peak visual performance over this huge
range of intensity is impossible. Nevertheless, visual
systems have at their disposal several optical and neural
strategies which help to optimise visual performance
over as wide a range of light intensities as possible.
How these strategies optimise visual performance at
night forms the basis of the present investigation.
The ability of a visual system to reliably detect visual
information diminishes markedly with decreasing inten-
sity. This is because the uncertainty associated with the
random absorption of photons (which obeys Poisson
statistics) is greater at lower intensity. If a photorecep-
tor absorbs a sample (‘signal’) of N photons during its
integration time, the uncertainty (‘noise’) associated
with this sample is 
N. A useful measure of visual
performance is the ratio of signal to noise (SNR) which
in this simple case is N:
N, that is, 
N (see Snyder,
1979; Land, 1981). Thus SNR increases as the square
root of photon absorption. Put another way, visual
reliability improves with increasing light intensity. De-
spite its simplicity, this so-called Square-Root or de
Vries–Rose law describes visual performance at low
light levels quite well, both in vertebrates (reviewed by
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Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984; Hess, 1990; Sharpe,
1990) and invertebrates (Laughlin, 1981, 1990; Howard
& Snyder, 1983). At higher light levels the square-root
law breaks down due to adaptation (Barlow, 1965) and
transduction saturation (Howard & Snyder, 1983). At
extremely low light levels another factor limits reliabil-
ity: spontaneous thermal activations of the phototrans-
duction machinery, whose voltage waveforms are
indistinguishable from those due to absorbed photons.
This dark light (Barlow, 1956), present even in the
absence of light, provides the ultimate limit to visual
performance, as has elegantly been shown in amphibi-
ans (Aho, Donner, Hyde´n, Larsen & Reuter 1988; Aho,
Donner, Helenius, Larsen & Reuter, 1993).
There are two possible ways for an eye to improve
visual reliability in dim light: optically and neurally.
Optically, a primarily diurnal eye can capture more
light in dim conditions by widening its pupil or by
increasing the angular subtense of its photoreceptors
(by widening the photoreceptor (Williams, 1982, 1983),
or shortening the focal length as found in a shrimp
(Nilsson & Odselius, 1981)). Optical improvements
rarely improve photon catch by more than a factor of
1000, which is far short of the 1000 million necessary.
Much of this remaining shortfall can be met neurally.
Firstly, at the level of the photoreceptors, the response
gain (response per unit stimulus) can be increased with
decreasing light intensity. Whilst not improving photon
catch per se, increased gain in dim light can improve
sensitivity by a further factor of 10–1000 (Laughlin,
1981; Bryceson & McIntyre, 1983; Shapley & Enroth-
Cugell, 1984; Roebroek & Stavenga, 1990; Laughlin,
1990; Warrant & McIntyre, 1990a). Secondly, photon
catch can be dramatically improved by summing pho-
tons in space and time (Pirenne & Denton, 1952;
Pirenne, 1967; Lythgoe, 1979; Snyder, 1979).
1.1. Spatial and temporal summation
Visual systems sample the world through a matrix of
parallel visual channels, the density of which determines
spatial resolution. In vertebrate camera eyes, these
channels are specified by the matrix of retinal ganglion
cells (reviewed by Hughes, 1977; Appendix A). In com-
pound eyes, the channels are equivalent to the omma-
tidia (and their underlying neural cartridges). In dim
light, photon capture could be dramatically improved
by coupling channels together, instead of allowing each
to collect in isolation. In this way each channel could
collect photons over a wide visual angle, the spatial
receptive field now being much larger. This spatial
summation between channels could be mediated by one
or more classes of laterally spreading neurons. Such
lateral neurons are well known architectural elements of
both the vertebrate and invertebrate visual systems. Of
course, the price paid to improve photon catch by
spatial summation is a simultaneous and unavoidable
loss of spatial resolution.
Whilst the exact neural substrate for a spatial sum-
mation strategy is not generally known, behavioural
studies and electrophysiological recordings from higher
visual centres in both vertebrates and invertebrates
indicate that it does occur (e.g. Dvorak & Snyder, 1978;
Pick & Buchner, 1979; Srinivasan & Dvorak, 1980;
Dubs, Laughlin & Srinivasan, 1981; Dubs, 1982; Dou-
jak, 1985; Schuling, Mastebroek, Bult & Lenting, 1989;
De Valois & De Valois, 1990, pp. 196–203; Hallett,
1991, pp. 64–65; Nilsson & Ro, 1994). For example, in
bright light the sampling grid of motion-correlating
channels in the fly compound eye is equivalent to the
grid of ommatidia. However, as light intensity falls, the
correlator grid coarsens, a phenomenon which implies
spatial summation (Dvorak & Snyder, 1978; Pick &
Buchner, 1979; Srinivasan & Dvorak, 1980; Schuling et
al., 1989).
Photon catch can also be significantly improved in
dim light by extending the time during which a sample
of photons is counted by the visual system. This is
analogous to lengthening the shutter time on a camera
in dim light (Lythgoe, 1979): a brighter image is sam-
pled by the retina, but the resolution of moving objects
is significantly degraded. The eye’s shutter time, or
integration time, can be set by the speed of the trans-
duction cascade in the photoreceptors. The long inte-
gration times found in nocturnal toad rods (about 1.5 s)
and deep-sea mysid rhabdoms (160 ms, very long for an
arthropod) have been interpreted as strategies for im-
proving photon capture (Donner, 1987, 1989; Aho et
al., 1993; Moeller & Case, 1994; Donner, Koskelainen,
Djupsund & Hemila¨, 1995; Moeller & Case, 1995). In
humans, the integration time in dim light is around 0.1
s (Barlow, 1958). In some animals the integration time
may even be set by a slower neural mechanism higher
in the visual pathway (as in the optokinetic system of
crabs: Nalbach, 1989).
It is well known in both vertebrates and invertebrates
that spatial and temporal summation decreases dynam-
ically with increasing light intensity, eventually ceasing
to be active. This is quite evident in contrast sensitivity
functions (CSFs) measured both psychophysically and
electrophysiologically. In bright light the spatial and
temporal CSFs are band-pass in nature, accentuating
middle-to-high spatial and temporal frequencies while
suppressing low frequencies (reviewed by De Valois &
De Valois, 1990). In the space and time domains this
band-pass behaviour is equivalent to lateral inhibition
and self inhibition, respectively both considered instru-
mental in reducing the large amount of redundant
information inherent in natural scenes (Srinivasan,
Laughlin & Dubs, 1982; Atick & Redlich, 1992), sharp-
ening spatiotemporal contrasts (van Hateren, 1992a)
and maximising the information capacity of early vision
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Table 1
Glossary of symbols with species-specific ocular valuesa
Units Beetle LocustSymbol ToadMeaning
Constants
deg 2.5 1.1Df 0.95Angle between neighbouring input visual channels
4.0 2.61Dr Half-width of input visual channel receptive field deg 4.0
0.0067 0.0067k Absorption coefficient of the photoreceptor mm1 0.035
0.5 0.340.5k Quantum efficiency of transduction
equiv. phot. mm3 61051.3106v 1.3106Specific dark variance
s1
14 4.0d Photoreceptor diameter 7.4mm
86 45290mml Photoreceptor length
– 194d Rod density in the retina rods deg2 –
4200160352mmf Focal length
37 37A Diameter of aperture (vertebrate pupil, insect facet lens) mm 3007
0.80 0.80t Transmission of the eye’s optics – 0.91
–1180–nf No. of facets contributing light to an input channel (insects only)
0.5 0.5m Mean contrast of the scene – 0.5
Variables
photonsN No. photons captured by an input channel in one integration time
phot. mm2 s1 sr1I Ambient light intensity
sD
2 Total dark variance Equivalent photons
degDrp Half-width of spatial summation function
DrT Half-width of receptive field of output visual channel deg
6 Image velocity deg s1
sDt Integration time
n Spatial frequency c deg1
c deg1nmax Maximum detectable spatial frequency
a Data from various sources: dung beetles (Warrant & McIntyre, 1990a,b), locusts (Wilson, 1975; Lillywhite, 1977; Wilson, Garrard &
McGuinness, 1978; Williams, 1982; Laughlin & Lillywhite, 1982; Williams, 1983), toads (Aho et al., 1988, 1993). Values of k from Warrant and
Nilsson, 1998. Locust values of v and k were used for dung beetles. Dr in insects is the rhabdom acceptance angle, in toads it is 2:3 the angular
size of the ganglion cell receptive field (empirically, from Donner & Gro¨nholm, 1984). Df in toads is the inter-ganglion-cell angle, in insects it is
the interommatidial angle.
(van Hateren, 1992a,b,c, 1993a,b,c). In dim light, when
photon noise becomes limiting, spatial and temporal
CSFs become low-pass in nature and high frequency
information is lost. In the space and time domains this
low-pass behaviour is equivalent to spatial and temporal
summation respectively (van Hateren, 1992a). The way
information acquisition in early vision is optimised
during the transition from inhibition in bright light to
summation in dim light, is beautifully treated by van
Hateren, (van Hateren, 1992a,b,c, 1993a,b,c).
1.2. Does spatial and temporal summation help animals
see better at night?
Even though the phenomenon of visual summation has
been known for many years, its benefits (or otherwise)
for animals with various eye designs and lifestyles have
never been quantitatively investigated. In particular, can
a strategy of spatial and temporal summation really help
animals see better at night? Or do the unavoidable losses
in resolution outweigh the gains in photon capture and
actually make vision worse? To answer this question, I
have developed a simple theoretical model derived from
the well known model of Snyder (1977) and Snyder,
Laughlin and Stavenga, (1977a,b). Using physiological,
optical and anatomical data from insects and amphibi-
ans, and incorporating the effects of summation and dark
noise, the model overwhelmingly indicates that spatial
and temporal summation is immensely beneficial to
vision at night, but that their relative contributions
depend very much on the eye design and lifestyle of the
nocturnally-active animal in question.
2. Theory
2.1. Animals modelled
I have chosen to model the eyes of three species: the
camera eyes of the nocturnal toad Bufo bufo, the appo-
sition compound eyes of the diurnal locust Locusta
migratoria and the superposition compound eyes of the
crepuscular dung beetle Onitis alexis. The optical,
anatomical and physiological parameters necessary for
the model are well known in these species, and values
from the literature are given in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. Eye designs. (A) Simple (camera) eye. (B) Apposition compound eye. (C) Superposition compound eye. The paths and fates of parallel light
rays, incident on the external eye surface, are indicated in each (shaded area). For each design the target photoreceptor is shaded black. A is the
diameter of the aperture, f is the focal length (which in superposition eyes is measured from the eye’s centre of curvature (not indicated)), cl is
the corneal facet lens, cc is the crystalline cones, co is the cornea, p is the screening pigment, rh is the rhabdom, ph is the photoreceptor, cz is the
clear zone, and l is the lens.
Toads are very sedentary animals which sit and wait
in darkness for small slowly moving arthropods to
crawl by. After visually tracking them, they shoot out
their long sticky tongues to snap them up (Larsen &
Pedersen, 1982; Aho et al., 1993). Toads, like all verte-
brates, possess camera-type simple eyes (Fig. 1A), in
which light is focused on the retina by a large single
lens and (in terrestrial animals) an overlying cornea.
This design can also be found in many invertebrates,
including spiders and molluscs (Land, 1981; Nilsson,
1989).
Locusts and dung beetles are flying insects which use
their eyes for orientation, and like all insects they
possess compound eyes (Fig. 1B, C). Compound eyes
are constructed of many individual optical elements
called ommatidia, each of which contains one or two
lenses which focus light onto an underlying photorecep-
tor (or rhabdom). Locusts have apposition compound
eyes (Fig. 1B). In this design each ommatidium is
isolated from its neighbours by a shroud of dense black
pigment, thus ensuring that the rhabdom only receives
light from the narrow field of view defined by its own
small lens. Apposition eyes tend to have limited photon
capturing ability (because of their small lens diameters;
A in Fig. 1), but usually have better spatial resolution
(they generally have thinner rhabdoms, better image
quality and denser ommatidial packing). This design is
therefore typical of insects active in bright light (e.g.
flies, bees and dragonflies). Nevertheless, locusts are
active at all times; flying, feeding and copulating during
the day, and making long migration flights at night
(Chapman, 1980).
Dung beetles like Onitis are active only in dim light.
They emerge from underground hiding places well after
sun-set and then fly off in search of new dung in which
they feed, mate and lay eggs. Their superposition eyes
(Fig. 1C) are typical of nocturnal insects, including
various types of moths and beetles. In this design, the
retina and lenses have been separated by a wide clear
zone, and in addition they possess a large light-hungry
aperture. Light from each direction is then focused
preferentially onto single wide rhabdoms in the retina.
The price paid by nocturnal superposition eyes for their
improved photon capture is frequently a loss in spatial
resolution, due to their wider rhabdoms, lower image
quality and coarser ommatidial packing (Warrant &
McIntyre, 1990b, 1991, 1992, 1993).
2.2. Signal, noise and spatial resolution
Consider an eye viewing a scene of mean contrast m
(taken as 0.5) and mean luminance I (Fig. 2A). For
theoretical simplicity, the scene is a sinusoidal striped
grating with a stripe density defined by the spatial
frequency n (c deg1): higher spatial frequencies indi-
cate denser stripes and finer spatial detail (Fig. 2B).
Light from the scene passes the pupil of the eye and is
focused as an image on the retina. Each visual channel
collects a sample of N photons from this image during
each of its integration times Dt. The number of photons
sampled not only depends on the amount of light
reaching the retina, but also on the amount of this light
which can be captured by the receptive field of the
visual channel: wider receptive fields (DrT) capture
more light. The number of photons N is simply the
product of the light intensity I, the area of the pupil,
the integration time Dt, the solid angular subtense of
the channel, and the fraction of light incident on the
channel which is absorbed for vision. Even though a
wider receptive field captures more light, it also de-
grades spatial resolution: the finer spatial frequencies
transmitted by the optics are gradually lost as the
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receptive field widens. This effect is summarised by the
modulation transfer function (MTF) of the eye, which
shows the potential range of spatial frequencies visible
to the eye. The MTF is simply the Fourier transform of
the receptive field (Dubs, 1982; Warrant & McIntyre,
1993): wider receptive fields lead to narrower MTFs
(narrower ranges of visible spatial frequencies).
These ideas have been elegantly summarised by
Snyder, Laughlin and Stavenga (1977a,b) in a theory of
eye design which calculates the signal and associated
noise generated in channels by an image. I have built
on this theory to include the effects of spatial and
temporal summation and also the effects of dark noise.
In addition, my treatment is a single-channel analysis of
signal and noise and assumes that an adequate sam-
pling array of channels is already present. The resolu-
tion of an eye is always set by the resolution of each of
its visual channels. It is the response of individual
channels which is modulated by a moving image, and
the reliability of this modulation (and thus whether the
eye can see it) depends intimately on the relative quan-
tities of signal and noise generated in each channel (and
not on their sampling array).
The original theory also assumes that the spatial
frequency power spectrum of the natural world is flat,
but recent work has shown that the spectrum actually
falls as n2 (Field, 1987; van Hateren, 1992a). How-
ever, for the restricted range of lower spatial frequen-
cies visible to insects, or to animals at night, the
spectrum is effectively flat. The situation is rather dif-
ferent for a highly resolving eye in bright daylight
(Laughlin, 1992).
The signal generated in a single visual channel when
a pattern of spatial frequency n moves through its
receptive field, is given by (Snyder et al., 1977a,b;
Snyder, 1979):
Signalm N MT (n), (1)
where MT (n) is the MTF, given by
MT (n)exp [3.56 (n DrT)2], (2)
where DrT is the half-width of the channel receptive
field in degrees (Fig. 2A). This receptive field (and thus
also its MTF) is taken as Gaussian for simplicity (see
below).
The noise associated with the signal at low light
levels is assumed to derive from two main sources: (1)
photon shot noise (8 
N) caused by the uncertainty
associated with the random arrival of photons, and (2)
dark noise associated with random thermal isomerisa-
tions of the photoreceptive membrane. The minor con-
tribution from transducer noise and synaptic noise is
neglected for simplicity. To account for dark noise we
can consider each unit volume (mm3) of a photoreceptor
as an independent noise generator producing a signal
variance v per second. This is the specific dark vari-
ance, due to dark bumps and continuous voltage fluctu-
ations. The total dark variance, sD2 , is simply vVDt,
where V is the total photoreceptive volume contributing




Signal and noise are plotted together schematically in
Fig. 2C. The noise is independent of spatial frequency
n, but via the MTF the signal is strongly dependent on
n. A useful criterion for visual performance is the finest
spatial frequency that can be resolved for a given
photon catch and receptive field width. This can be
conveniently defined as the spatial frequency at which
the signal-to-noise ratio drops below one, which is
equivalent to the point where the signal curve crosses
the noise line in Fig. 2C. This is the maximum de-
tectable spatial frequency, nmax (Warrant & McIntyre,
1993), and by equating Eqs. (1) and (3) we find
Fig. 2. Signal and noise in an eye. (A) The factors influencing signal
and noise in an eye. If an eye is viewing a grating scene of spatial
frequency n, contrast m and mean intensity I, the size of its aperture
(A) determines the quantity of light focused on the retina. The
receptive field of each channel (with half-width DrT) is due to the
velocity of the image, the properties of the retina and the extent of
spatial and temporal summation. (B) An explanation of spatial
frequency with square gratings of increasing spatial frequency (c
deg1). (C). Schematic graphs of signal and noise (Eqs. (1) and (3)).
nmax is the maximum spatial frequency detectable by the eye, that is,
the spatial frequency at which signal and noise become equal (found
at the intersection of the signal and noise curves). N is the number of
photons absorbed by the photoreceptor during its integration time,
sD
2 is the total dark variance and m is the contrast of the scene.
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Fig. 3. Spatial summation. Both during night and day, images are formed on an array of input visual channels. These are equivalent to the
rhabdoms in compound eyes or the ganglion cells in vertebrate camera eyes. During the day (left), when light is plentiful, sensitivity is not
required. Spatial summation is inactive and the channels are neurally uncoupled. The receptive fields of the output visual channels (the channels
post-summation) are equivalent to those of the input channels and the highest possible spatial resolution is achieved. During the night (right),
when light is scarce, the input channels become coupled, either by lateral neural connections between channels, or by summing their outputs to
single cells with wide dendritic fields. Whilst the number of output channels remains the same, spatial summation results in very wide output








ln [NsD2 ]. (4)
I have used Eq. (4) to determine the optimum extent
of spatial and temporal summation that an eye of given
design should employ to maximise its value of nmax at
different light intensities and for different image veloc-
ities. Eye design, summation, light intensity and image
velocity all influence nmax via their effects on the values
of N, DrT, and sD2 , expressions for which are given
below.
2.3. Modelling spatial summation
Photon capture in dim light can be improved if
signals from neighbouring channels are summed to-
gether (Fig. 3). Even though the original sampling
matrix of visual channels remains intact, summation
induces much wider receptive fields and thereby signifi-
cantly degrades spatial resolution. This delicate trade-
off is tipped in favour of photon catch at lower light
intensities, but as intensity increases and photons be-
come more plentiful, the spatial extent of summation
could be reduced (either continuously or in steps, de-
pending on the neural circuitry underlying the summa-
tion), narrowing the receptive field of each channel and
improving resolution (Pirenne & Denton, 1952;
Pirenne, 1967; Lythgoe, 1979; Snyder, 1979). At day-
light intensities, spatial summation could be turned off
completely (Fig. 3), thereby providing maximum
resolution.
In this study, a meaningful comparison between eye
designs can only be made when the sampling matrix of
input visual channels is defined by the matrix of omma-
tidia in compound eyes, and by the matrix of retinal
ganglion cells in vertebrate camera eyes. The justifica-
tion for this choice is that these are the matrices which
are relevant to spatial resolution in the two eye types:
regions of higher acuity (i.e. foveas) are defined by
regions of higher ommatidial density in compound eyes
(reviewed by Land, 1989), and higher ganglion cell
density in vertebrate eyes (reviewed by Hughes, 1977).
Of course the situation in vertebrate eyes is more
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Fig. 4. The spatial summation function describes the strength of the
lateral interactions between a visual channel (centre) and its neigh-
bours. During spatial summation, coupling is strongest between
nearest neighbours and gradually decreases with increasing distance
from the channel (indicated by the area of hatching in each channel).
In the model described here, the summation function is a three-di-
mensional Gaussian of half-width Drp degrees.
which is proportional to the total photon catch N it
receives in each integration time Dt, from the solid
angle of visual space defined by its own (Gaussian)
receptive field. In dim light, these signals could be
laterally summed according to some spatial summation
function (Fig. 4), which describes the strength of the
lateral interactions responsible for summation. These
interactions are assumed to weaken with distance from
the central channel, with most summation deriving
from nearer neighbours and less from those further
away. The spatial summation function shown in Fig. 4
is a Gaussian, but much squarer functions might also
be possible (implying more even summation with dis-
tance). Interestingly, in the early stages of this study I
used numerical calculations and found only marginal
improvements in visual performance for summation
functions squarer than Gaussian. I therefore decided to
use a simpler analytical model based solely on Gaussian
receptive fields and summation functions.
The spatial summation function has a half-width of
Drp degrees (Fig. 5). As Drp widens (as it might when
light levels fall), the number of input channels (in two
dimensions) which contribute to summation gets larger.
This improvement in photon catch is offset by the loss
of spatial resolution due to the wider receptive fields.
2.4. Modelling temporal summation
As we have mentioned, the integration time (Dt) is
the time during which the visual system collects a
sample of photons. This implies that a visual system
with a longer integration time has a greater photon
catch. An alternative view is that longer integration
times reflect a temporal low-pass filtering operation on
the incoming visual signal. This improves the signal-to-
noise ratio by removing unwanted noise at high tempo-
ral frequencies (van Hateren, 1992a, 1993a). In reality
both views are equivalent. For theoretical simplicity, I
complicated because of the complex cellular circuitry
preceding the ganglion cells, and the fact that some
ganglion cells receive inputs from single cones (e.g.
P-ganglion cells the fovea), while others receive inputs
from large pools of rods or cones (e.g. M-ganglion cells
throughout the retina). Even though the size of the
photoreceptor input sets the resolution (and sensitivity)
of each ganglion cell, it is the ganglion cell matrix
which is relevant for the type of spatial summation
discussed here (see Appendix A for further details).
Each input visual channel (Fig. 3) supplies a signal
Fig. 5. A simple model of spatiotemporal summation. The receptive field of the output channel is determined by the receptive field of the input
channel and the extent of spatial and temporal summation. The input channel receptive field is modelled as a Gaussian of half-width Dr degrees.
Temporal summation effects the spatial resolution of moving objects, which become spatially blurred by an amount 6 Dt degrees, where 6 is the
image velocity (deg s1) and Dt is the integration time (s). A motion blurring function can be modelled as a Gaussian of half-width 6 Dt degrees.
We can model the output receptive field as the convolutions of the input channel receptive field, the spatial summation function (Fig. 4) and the
motion blurring function (circle-with-cross symbolises convolution). The output channel receptive field is a Gaussian of half-width DrT degrees
(given by Eq. (5)), whose Fourier transform yields the modulation transfer function MT (n) used to calculate the signal (Eqs. (1) and (2)).
Originally the model was numerical and used an entirely different approach, and convolution was not assumed. After numerical evaluation it
became apparent that the result obtained was identical to a convolution. The f-axis is an angle axis in degrees.
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will use the approach of Aho et al. 1993 and treat the
integration time as the time in which the visual chan-
nel collects its sample of photons.
The disadvantage of a longer integration time is
that it leads to poorer temporal resolution: objects
moving quickly cannot be seen clearly. The length of
the integration time effects the amount of spatial de-
tail that can be perceived within a moving object, as
well as its minimum size (Srinivasan & Bernard, 1975;
Burr & Ross, 1982). The effects of integration time
and image motion on spatial resolution can be mod-
elled by a motion blurring function (Srinivasan &
Bernard, 1975; Snyder, 1977), again assumed Gaussian
for simplicity (Fig. 5). If an object moves with an
angular velocity 6 deg s1, then during one integra-
tion time (Dt) its image is displaced an angular dis-
tance of 6Dt degrees across the retina. This additional
spatial uncertainty associated with motion can be
modelled with a motion blurring function of half-
width 6Dt. A fast image velocity and:or a long inte-
gration time results in a loss of spatial resolution via a
widening of the motion blurring function.
2.5. A simple model of spatiotemporal summation
We are now in a position to account for the effects
of spatiotemporal summation and image motion on
the size of the receptive field of the output visual
channel (Fig. 3). Following and extending Snyder’s
(1977) approach, I will simply model the output recep-
tive field as the convolution of three Gaussian func-
tions (Fig. 5): the receptive field of each input visual
channel that contributes to summation (half-width
Dr), the spatial summation function (half-width Drp)
and the motion blurring function (half-width 6Dt).
Note that an input visual channel is equivalent to an
ommatidium in compound eyes, and to a ganglion cell
in vertebrate camera eyes. The output receptive field is
also Gaussian with a half-width DrT given by
DrT
Dr2DrP2  (n Dt)2. (5)
The MTF of the output visual channel is the
Fourier transform of its receptive field (Fig. 5) and is
specified by Eq. (2).
To calculate the maximum detectable spatial fre-
quency nmax (Eq. (4)) we need expressions for N (the
number of photons sampled by a visual channel dur-
ing one integration time) and sD2 (the total dark vari-
ance). These expressions depend on whether the eye
being considered is a camera eye or a compound eye
(see Appendix B).
Consider a compound eye of focal length f and
interommatidial angle Df which uses nf equally-con-
tributing facet lenses of diameter A to focus light onto
photoreceptors of length l and diameter d. In an ap-
position eye nf1, while in a superposition eye it may
be over 1000 (Warrant & McIntyre, 1996). We can























2 0.785 v l Dt d2 (no summation) (7a)





where k is the absorption coefficient of the photore-
ceptor (taken as 0.0067 for invertebrates and 0.035
mm1 for vertebrates: see Warrant and Nilsson (1998)
for values and references), k is the quantum capture
efficiency of the transduction process and t is the
fraction of incident light transmitted by the optics of
the eye. For rod vision in camera eyes the expressions
are similar except that Df now specifies the angle
between the centres of visual fields of neighbouring
ganglion cells, and Dr the half-width of the ganglion
cell receptive field (assumed Gaussian: see Donner &
Gro¨nholm, 1984; Copenhagen, Hemila¨ & Reuter,
1990). A is the diameter of the pupil. In order to
account for the large pool of rods forming the recep-
tive field of each ganglion cell (see Appendix A), we
























2 0.888 v d l Dt Dr2d2 (no summation) (9a)





We now have everything we need to calculate nmax
at different light intensities (I) and image velocities (6)
for varying degrees of spatial summation (Drp) and
temporal summation (Dt). These four parameters are
the only variables in the model. All the other parame-
ters are anatomical and physiological values specific to
the eyes of the three species being modelled (Table 1).
I will use Eqs. 4–9 and Table 1 to calculate the values
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Fig. 6. Visual performance (as measured by the maximum detectable spatial frequency, nmax: Eq. (4)) at different light intensities and image
velocities in the toad (A, D), the locust (B, E) and the dung beetle (C, F). At an image velocity of 10 deg s1 (A–C), optimum spatial and
temporal summation (solid line) extends vision to much lower light intensities (non-zero nmax) than if summation is absent and vision relies on
the optics of the eye alone (dashed line). Vision in the locust is extended to starlight levels, whereas without summation the locust would become
blind at mid-dusk. Faster images degrade visual performance (D–F) by lowering the highest attainable value of nmax (at any intensity). Curves
in D–F are labelled in logarithmic units of image velocity (deg s1), in 0.5 log unit steps. Equivalent natural intensities are also shown. In the
toad and the beetle nmax saturates at higher intensities for lower image velocities. This is because (in the model) nmax is not allowed to exceed the
maximum spatial frequency passed by the receptive field of the input channel. This criterion maximum is defined as the spatial frequency at which
the MTF of the receptive field falls to 1% of its maximum (simply given by 1.137 Dr1, where Dr is the half-width of the receptive field in
degrees). Note also that in this, and following figures, the real-world light intensity markers are derived from measurements of a half-clear sky
during a 12 h period spanning midday to midnight. Light intensity measurements were made with a vertically oriented detector receiving a narrow
cone of light filtered through a 550910 nm interference filter (see Warrant & McIntyre, 1992, Fig. 1). These values are approximately eight times
lower than those obtained by assuming the wide spectral sensitivity curve of a standard human observer (centred at 555 nm: see Land, 1981, Table
3).
of Drp (spatial summation) and Dt (temporal summa-
tion) which maximise nmax at each light intensity and
image velocity. This allows us to explore the relative
benefits of spatial and temporal summation for vision
in dim light in animals with different eye designs and
lifestyles.
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3. Results
According to the model, animals which need to see
well in dim light would benefit greatly from employing
a strategy of spatiotemporal summation (Fig. 6A–C).
In the absence of summation all three animals lose their
ability to resolve spatial details in a scene (i.e. when
nmax0) at a much higher intensity than when summa-
tion is activated optimally. Without summation locusts
become blind at mid-dusk intensities, but with optimal
summation locusts can extend their vision into starlight,
which is over 5 log units dimmer (image velocity 610
deg s1: Fig. 6B). Thus, even though summation com-
promises both spatial and temporal resolution, this is
far outweighed by the overall improvement in photon
capture. Vision in dim light is thereby greatly improved.
The effects of image velocity on the optimum nmax are
shown in Fig. 6D–F. For all animals, visual perfor-
mance declines at all intensities with increasing image
velocity (curves shown in Fig. 6D–F are for different 6,
in 0.5 log unit steps). This result agrees well with what
is known about the effects of image motion on spatial
resolution (Burr, 1991) and visual performance (van
Hateren, 1993b).
According to the model, the toad has the best vision
in dim light (Fig. 6A, D), followed by the dung beetle
(Fig. 6C, F) and then by the locust (Fig. 6B, E). Each
animal was given the same possibilities for spatial and
temporal summation so the differences reflect the abili-
ties of the different eyes to capture photons optically.
The toad camera eye has a very wide pupil (3 mm)
compared to the beetle superposition eye (0.5 mm) or
the locust apposition eye (0.037 mm) and also uses a
large pool of 750 rods to collect photons for each
ganglion cell (Aho et al., 1993; see Appendix A). With
these advantages the toad sees well in starlight even
without summation between ganglion cells (Fig. 6A).
The optimum extent of spatial (Drp) and temporal
(Dt) summation that gave the optimum nmax curves of
Fig. 6D–F are shown in Fig. 7. In general, as light
intensity falls, the optimum value of nmax is achieved by
increasing extents of both spatial and temporal summa-
tion. In locusts, for example, Drp rises slowly with
decreasing light intensity, reaching values of between 4
and 15° (depending on 6) in moonlight (Fig. 7B). Below
this intensity the optimum Drp sharply escalates. At
any given intensity, larger values of Drp are predicted
to be optimal for higher image velocities (see also Fig.
8E). Temporally, the situation is similar: like Drp, Dt
first rises slowly with decreasing light intensity, and
then escalates (Fig. 7E). However, unlike Drp, Dt is
predicted to be higher at a given light intensity for a
smaller image velocity. There thus appears to be a
trade-off between spatial and temporal summation
which depends on the image velocities of interest to the
animal. This point will be addressed shortly (Fig. 8).
At this point it is useful to say something about the
tolerance in the value of nmax predicted to be optimal
for a given light intensity and image velocity. Even
though the calculation finds the highest value of nmax
(and corresponding values of Drp and Dt), it is possible
that nmax does not decline significantly at other values
of Drp and Dt near their optimum values. To test this,
consider the locust at Log I1 and 610 deg s1.
The highest value of nmax is predicted when Drp8.8°
and Dt600 ms. However, values of nmax that are 90%
of maximum or greater occur for Drp between 6.3 and
13.5° and Dt between 350 and 1080 ms. Thus, there is
quite a good tolerance in the extents of spatial and
temporal summation necessary to give a near-maximum
value of nmax. This means that the balance between Drp
and Dt can be manipulated in a particular animal
without compromising visual performance too badly
(e.g. to improve some other aspect of vision). The
actual values of Drp and Dt possessed by an animal
may therefore differ slightly from the predicted values.
Many of the important principles of optimum spa-
tiotemporal summation become clear if we hold image
velocity constant (610 deg s1) and vary light inten-
sity (Fig. 8A–C) or hold light intensity constant (Log
I0) and vary image velocity (Fig. 8D–F). At con-
stant image velocity, we again see that both spatial and
temporal summation are predicted to increase with
decreasing light intensity. Exactly how much spatial
and temporal summation is optimum at a given light
intensity depends on the eye design: a design which
captures more light optically depends less on summa-
tion. In starlight, the wide-pupil toad eye (Fig. 8A) has
barely begun to sum (Drp1°; Dt0.1 s), the beetle
superposition eye (Fig. 8C) is summing moderately
(Drp8°; Dt0.5 s) while the locust apposition eye
(Fig. 8C) is summing heavily (Drp22°; Dt1.8 s).
Eye design is also reflected in the light intensity at
which spatial and temporal summation is ‘turned on’ in
the three different eyes. We can say that spatial summa-
tion turns on as soon as Drp is predicted to be non-
zero. Temporal summation turns on when Dt rises
above the normal light adapted value (100 ms in toads,
25 ms in beetles and locusts). Spatial summation turns
on in moonlight in toads, at mid-dusk in beetles and at
early dusk in locusts. Temporal summation turns on in
starlight in toads, in room light in beetles and at early
dusk in locusts. Again, if an eye can capture more light
optically, it can afford to rely less upon summation.
At a constant light intensity (Log I0), the trade-off
between spatial and temporal summation at different
image velocities is immediately evident (Fig. 8D–F). As
image velocity increases, the optimum strategy of sum-
mation involves more spatial summation and less tem-
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Fig. 7. The optimum spatial (A–C) and temporal (D–F) summation that led to the curves of Fig. 6D–F, as a function of light intensity and image
velocity in the toad (A, D), the locust (B, E) and the dung beetle (C, F). Again, curves are labelled in logarithmic units of image velocity (deg
s1), in 0.5 log unit steps. Equivalent natural intensities are also shown. The extents of both spatial summation (Drp) and temporal summation
(Dt) are expected to rise with decreasing light level, the rises being greatest and occurring earliest in the locust apposition eye, followed by the
beetle superposition eye and finally by the toad camera eye. Eyes which gather a lot of light optically (such as those of the toad) need to rely less
on summation to see well in dim light. The ‘cliff-edge’ temporal summation curves evident at low image velocities in toads and beetles are due
to the saturation of nmax explained in Fig. 6 (caption).
poral summation. This is intuitively easy to under-
stand because if the animal needs to see objects (al-
beit large ones!) moving quickly in dim light, then the
best way to collect sufficient photons is to maintain
good temporal resolution and use spatial summation
instead. The opposite is true for animals which
need to see small, slowly moving objects. In this
case it would be better to maintain good spatial
resolution and use temporal summation to collect
photons.
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Fig. 8. The optimum spatial summation (Drp, solid lines) and temporal summation (Dt, dashed lines) as a function of light intensity at constant
image velocity (10 deg s1: A–C), and as a function of image velocity at constant light intensity (Log I0 (night): D–F). Curves are shown for
the toad (A, D), the locust (B, E) and the dung beetle (C, F). At constant image velocity both spatial and temporal summation are predicted to
rise with decreasing light intensity (data from Fig. 7). At constant light intensity there is a trade-off between spatial and temporal summation with
image velocity. At lower velocities temporal summation is predicted to dominate, whereas at higher velocities spatial summation is predicted to
dominate.
4. Discussion
Can spatial and temporal summation help animals
see better at night? This, the central question of the
present investigation, is easily answered. Despite the
unavoidable compromise in spatial and temporal reso-
lution, the vastly enhanced photon catch afforded by
visual summation significantly improves visual perfor-
mance in dim light (Fig. 6). Visual performance is
readily quantified as a single parameter, the maximum
detectable spatial frequency nmax, which specifies the
finest spatial detail which a visual system can resolve at
any given light intensity and image velocity. This
parameter quantifies the trade-off between resolution
and photon capture made in an eye attempting to see a
dim, moving image contaminated by shot noise and
dark noise. Using a simple model to calculate nmax, it
has been possible to predict many features of optimum
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spatiotemporal summation and how they relate to the
eye designs and lifestyles of different animals.
4.1. Summation and eye design
In the three eyes I have compared (the camera eye of
the nocturnal toad, the apposition eye of the locust and
the superposition eye of the beetle), clear patterns
emerge. The first is that an eye will always perform
better in dim light if it can collect as many photons as
possible optically and thereby minimise dependence on
spatial and temporal summation. Eyes like those in the
toad, with larger pupils, will always perform better in
dim light. Compared to insects, toads also have another
advantage: their eyes, like those of all vertebrates,
possess pools of rods which sum their signals to provide
input to the ganglion cells. In dim light, these pools can
contain up to 1000 rods (Aho et al., 1993) thereby
providing an initial hard-wired spatial summation (Ap-
pendix A). The good photon catch provided by a wide
pupil and extensive rod pooling may diminish the need
for a second spatial summation between ganglion cells,
and this certainly seems to be the prediction of the
model (Figs. 6A and 8A). It is therefore quite possible
that nocturnal vertebrates rely more upon optical and
retinal strategies for vision in dim light.
Apposition eyes, on the other hand, are much smaller
and have limited pupil sizes. In addition, each channel
only has access to photons collected by a single facet
(the neural superposition eyes of higher flies are an
exception, providing a signal which has been pooled
from rhabdomeres under six facets). The model predicts
that spatial and temporal summation are likely to be
much more useful in these smaller eyes.
Animals like locusts, which have to see well in a wide
range of light intensities, clearly face difficulties. Their
apposition compound eye is the typical design for day-
active insects, and because of the small ommatidial
pupil it is an inherently unsuitable design for night
vision. Nevertheless, locusts need to see at night, and
apart from a night-time widening of the photoreceptors
(Williams, 1982, 1983), spatiotemporal summation is
the only remaining strategy. Certainly, if activated opti-
mally, summation has the potential to drastically im-
prove the locust’s visual performance at night,
extending vision to intensities 100 000 times dimmer
(Fig. 6B). Summation can therefore turn a diurnal eye
into a passable nocturnal eye. Recent work indicates
that this actually seems to be the case in bees, which see
better in dim light than their apposition eyes should
allow, thus explaining how tropical bees and wasps can
forage at night (Warrant, Porombka & Kirchner, 1996).
Summation has such obvious benefits that it is likely to
be widespread in nature.
Clearly, the best compound eye design for vision at
night is the superposition design. The wide pupils of
superposition eyes allow them to collect much more
light than an apposition eye of similar size, and this,
coupled to spatial and temporal summation, gives the
potential for much better nocturnal visual performance,
especially during flight.
4.2. Summation, image motion and lifestyle
An animal that needs to see moving images (due to
its own-self motion or to the motion of external objects
in the visual field) may have problems doing so in dim
light. If the animal relies on a longer integration time to
improve photon capture, this will have serious conse-
quences for the perception of motion. Any person
familiar with photography will know that increasing the
shutter time on a camera in dim light can result in
‘smeared’ images of moving objects. Whilst our visual
system rarely perceives the motion of objects as
smeared (Burr, 1980), the length of our integration time
does effect the amount of spatial detail we can perceive
within a moving object, as well as its minimum perceiv-
able size (Srinivasan & Bernard, 1975; Burr & Ross,
1982). In other words, good temporal resolution of a
moving object is only maintained at the expense of its
spatial resolution. When light levels fall and our inte-
gration time lengthens to capture more photons, we can
only see fast-moving objects if they are large, and small
objects only if they are relatively slow (reviewed by
Burr, 1991). Even then we may still have difficulty
discerning spatial details of the objects internal struc-
ture (for a lovely photographic demonstration of this
see Lythgoe (1979), Fig. 2.32).
Not surprisingly then, the model predicts that visual
performance in dim light strongly depends on image
velocity (Fig. 8D, E, F). An animal wishing to resolve
faster images should improve photon catch by employ-
ing spatial summation rather than temporal summa-
tion. Such a strategy maintains good temporal
resolution, but sacrifices spatial resolution. This allows
the perception of larger fast-moving objects, but not
smaller ones (smaller objects require better spatial reso-
lution). Locusts and other insects (like beetles and
moths) which fly at night encounter high image veloc-
ities. Collection of flow-field information in dim light
during flight may best be subserved by a strategy of
spatial (rather than temporal) summation. Even though
the finer spatial details of the flow field will be lost,
rapid changes in the grosser features (which are still
sufficient for flow-field analysis) will be preserved.
The opposite strategy is predicted for animals trying
to see small, slowly moving images: photon capture
should occur via temporal rather than spatial summa-
tion. It is quite possible that this is the strategy noctur-
nal toads use to detect small, slowly moving wood lice.
Their very long integration times (up to 1.6 s) seem well
adapted for such a strategy, and would be ideal for
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detecting these arthropods (Aho et al., 1993). The
model predicts that a toad viewing a wood louse mov-
ing at 1 deg s1 should not use spatial summation but
instead sum temporally with an integration time of
0.75 s (Fig. 8D). Whilst this is only half the integration
time toads actually have, the theory nevertheless pre-
dicts approximately the right visual strategy for this eye
design. At the threshold of toad snapping behaviour the
model predicts an integration time of 1.1 s. Certain
species of crabs provide an even more extreme example.
Doujak (1985) found that the crab Leptograpsus can
track dim point sources of light moving at only 180 deg
h1 (0.05 deg s1). Other crabs are even known to
track movements as slow as 15 deg h1 (Horridge &
Sandeman, 1964; Sandeman & Erber, 1976). This abil-
ity in crabs would be best served exclusively by a
strategy of temporal summation. At any rate, spatial
summation is useless for improving discrimination of
point sources. A trade-off between spatial and temporal
resolution with image velocity has also been inferred in
a recent study of optimum spatiotemporal filtering in
early vision (van Hateren, 1993b).
From the above discussion, one thing seems quite
clear from the model: the strategy of spatiotemporal
summation adopted by an animal in dim light produces
a visual filter that selects moving objects of a particular
size and speed. In the case of the toad, the filter should
be optimally sensitive to those features of the world
which are of greatest interest to toads: small, slowly
moving wood lice. For another animal, the filter may
be set to optimally detect larger, faster objects. As far
as I know, this important aspect of nocturnal visual
ecology has never been investigated.
Finally, the vertebrate visual system has one very
important advantage over its invertebrate counterpart
with respect to image motion. Vertebrate eyes can
move, and thereby track moving objects. Tracking a
moving object reduces the relative velocity between the
object and the eye, and this greatly improves the per-
ception of the object (as elegantly shown by Eckert &
Buchsbaum, 1993). Even though lacking eye move-
ments, some invertebrates can still reap the benefits of
tracking moving objects. Flying insects, like flies and
dragonflies, chase (i.e. track) other insects by attempt-
ing to hold them within the foveal field of view (re-
viewed by Wehner, 1981). Mantids, agile stalking
hunters, have the rare ability among insects to track
moving targets (i.e. prey) by turning the entire head.
One may therefore expect that the strategy of sum-
mation adopted by an animal reflects its lifestyle. Of
course, animals may have varied behaviour and may
need to rely on vision for both fast and slow image
analysis. In this case, parallel visual channels with
different balances between spatial and temporal sum-
mation may subserve these different behaviours. Paral-
lel fast and slow motion pathways have been postulated
in both vertebrates (Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973; Tol-
hurst, 1973; Murray, Macana & Kulikowski, 1983) and
invertebrates (Nalbach, 1989; Horridge & Marcelja,
1992). Alternatively, different parts of the visual field
(or in spiders, even entirely different eyes) might be
used for different spatio–temporal tasks.
4.3. The possible neural basis of spatial summation
Now that we have established the benefits of spatial
summation, how might it be subserved neurally? Sev-
eral schemes have been proposed (Pirenne & Denton,
1952; Pirenne, 1967; Srinivasan & Dvorak, 1980). The
two most plausible alternatives are shown in Fig. 9.
The first scheme involves the inter-connection of
visual channels by a class (or classes) of cells with
widely spreading lateral fibres (Fig. 9A). As an example
of the kinds of cells which might be involved, we can
consider the insect lamina. This neuropil contains a
cartridge of neurons underlying each ommatidium.
Each cartridge contains two kinds of neurons: (1)
throughput neurons (such as the LMC (monopolar)
cells) which carry information from each ommatidium
through the lamina to the next neuropil, the medulla,
and (2) lateral neurons (such as amacrine and tangen-
tial cells), which inter-connect the throughput neurons
over as many as 40 cartridges (Strausfeld & Campos-
Ortega, 1977). In bright light, the lateral neurons have
been postulated to subserve lateral inhibition in the
LMC pathway (Strausfeld & Campos-Ortega, 1977;
Strausfeld, 1989; Yang, 1994), although lateral inhibi-
tion may also be caused by the extracellular field poten-
tial of the lamina (Shaw, 1984). In dim light the lateral
interaction may change from inhibition to summation
(Dubs et al., 1981), and the extent of the lateral summa-
tion may widen with decreasing light intensity (describ-
able by a spatial summation function, like the one in
Fig. 4). Such a scheme might explain the larger-than-ex-
pected LMC response to dim, wide-field illumination in
the dark adapted fly lamina (Dubs et al., 1981). Light-
dependent changes in lateral interactions are still hypo-
thetical and require substantial plasticity in the
synaptology of the amacrine and tangential cell circuits
thought to be involved. However, such plasticity in
peripheral visual circuitry is well-known (e.g. Raynauld,
Laviolette & Wagner, 1979; Weiler, Kohler, Kirsch &
Wagner, 1988), and in some cases is even controlled by
a circadian rhythm (Pyza & Meinertzhagen, 1993).
The second scheme involves single cells, each of
which has a wide dendritic field spatially summing the
outputs of the visual channels (Fig. 9B). These cells
could form classes, each class having a certain dendritic
field size subserving a different extent of spatial summa-
tion. Each point in space could then be represented by
several cell classes, ranging from those with smallest
dendritic field (least summation and best resolution) up
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Fig. 9. Two neural schemes which could subserve spatial summation. (A) Inter-connection of visual channels by a class (or classes) of cells with
widely spreading lateral fibres (dumb-bell shaped objects). At night (upper) this lateral interaction may be activated to connect visual channels
(filled dumb-bells). The strength of the inter-connection may decrease from the central channel (*), as indicated by the paler shading of the
channels. For clarity only a single summing channel is shown. During the day (lower) the lateral coupling may be inactivated (open dumb-bells),
allowing all channels to operate in isolation with the highest possible spatial resolution. (B) Spatial summation of visual channel outputs by single
cells, each of which has a wide dendritic field. Several spatial classes of wide-field cells may exist in parallel, possibly with many classes per visual
channel (not indicated in the figure for clarity). At night (upper), the cells with the widest summation field (darkly shaded) receive the most light
and have the highest signal-to-noise ratios: their high sensitivities and low spatial resolution dominate vision. The summation may be greatest at
the centre of their receptive fields, and weaken with distance from the channel centre, as indicated by the paler shading of the channels (as seems
to be the case with rod summation by ganglion cells in frog and toad retinas: Donner & Gro¨nholm, 1984; Copenhagen et al., 1990). For clarity
only a single summing channel is shown (*). Cells with smaller dendritic fields may still contribute to vision, but to a lesser extent because of their
lower photon catch. If the dendritic field is too small, the photon catch will be too low to be reliable and the cell will not contribute (unshaded
cells). During the day (lower), all channels can act in isolation to provide the maximum spatial resolution. The wide-field cells are still active, but
those with narrower summation fields dominate vision (as indicated by their darker shading).
to those with widest dendritic field (most summation
and worst resolution). At high light intensities all
classes of cells receive sufficient photons to give reliable
responses and the highest possible spatial resolution is
achieved. As light intensities fall, the cell classes with
the smallest dendritic fields receive insufficient photons
from summation to give a reliable response, so their
contribution to vision (the perception of finer spatial
details) drops out. As the light intensity continues to
fall, only those classes with dendritic fields large enough
to catch a reliable number of photons remain opera-
tional, and vision becomes progressively coarser. This
scheme, first proposed by Pirenne and Denton in 1952,
was used to explain the dependence of acuity on light
intensity in the periphery of the human eye. It is
currently the best model to explain the cortical summa-
tion of ganglion cell channels in the foveal visual fields
of cats and monkeys (see Appendix A).
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Appendix A. Visual channels in vertebrate eyes
In order to make a meaningful comparison of spatial
summation between compound eyes and vertebrate cam-
era eyes I defined visual channels in the latter to be
specified by the matrix of retinal ganglion cells. Here I
justify this definition.
As already mentioned in Section 2, it is the matrix of
ganglion cells (and not photoreceptors) which sets the
sampling matrix in vertebrate eyes, and determines the
shape, size and location of the fovea(s) (Hughes, 1977).
Despite this fact, it is necessary to account for another
very important summation which takes place prior to the
ganglion cells. Throughout the retina, the ganglion cells
receive inputs (via bipolar cells) from pools of rods or
cones, in some cases from as many as a thousand. The
size of this pool increases with retinal eccentricity, and
in some species also with decreasing ambient light
intensity (e.g. Barlow, 1958; Enroth-Cugell & Robson,
1966; Donner, 1981; Derrington & Lennie, 1982; Troy,
Oh & Enroth-Cugell, 1993). Because a ganglion cell
receives input from a large pool, this is equivalent to the
ganglion cell spatially summing signals from all of these
photoreceptors, thus dramatically improving signal
strength. The size of the photoreceptor pool effectively
sets the size (and sensitivity) of the receptive field of a
single ganglion cell at a given point in the retina
(Copenhagen et al., 1990). In higher vertebrates, the only
exception to this is in the central region of the fovea,
where ganglion cells receive inputs from single cones
(and then only the P-ganglion cells: the M-ganglion cells
receive inputs from small pools of cones). Even though
the ganglion cells determine the retina’s sampling matrix,
the importance of this initial summation of photorecep-
tor signals cannot be underestimated, especially in dim
light. This spatial summation has been carefully ac-
counted for in the model by assuming that each photore-
ceptor pool has a Gaussian-shaped sensitivity profile
(Donner & Gro¨nholm, 1984; Copenhagen et al., 1990)
and a particular photoreceptor density (see Appendix B).
Because the signal carried by the ganglion cell is already
optimised by a preceding summation, it may render any
further spatial summation between ganglion cell chan-
nels unnecessary (as we have concluded for sedentary
toads, although the conclusion may be different for
animals experiencing higher image velocities). Neverthe-
less, there is good evidence that such a second summa-
tion does occur. This comes from comparing the
receptive fields of ganglion cells in the fovea with the
receptive fields of cortical cells that have a foveal
receptive field. Small photoreceptor pools give foveal
ganglion cells small receptive fields. However, in cats and
monkeys, the cortical cells receiving projections from the
fovea are found to have a variety of receptive field sizes,
with many cells having vastly larger receptive fields than
expected from the underlying matrix of foveal ganglion
cells (Tootell, Silverman & De Valois, 1981; De Valois,
Albrecht & Thorell, 1982; Tootell, Silverman, Switkes &
De Valois, 1982). Furthermore, in cats, foveal cortical
cells with smaller receptive fields respond only at higher
light intensities, whilst those with larger fields continue
to respond even at lower intensities (Hess, 1990). These
findings suggest the presence of Pirenne and Denton
(1952) spatial summation between the channels defined
by ganglion cells in cats and monkeys (see Fig. 9B).
Appendix B. Derivation of N and sD2 in compound and
camera eyes
In the derivations which follow, all symbols and their
units are defined in Table 1, unless otherwise stated.
Deri6ation of N with spatial summation
The number N of photons captured by an output
visual channel (Fig. 3) during one integration time Dt is
the product of the light intensity (I), the number of
lenses contributing light equally to each input channel
(nf), the area of each lens aperture (p:4 ·A2, where A is
the aperture diameter), the integration time Dt, the
efficiency of the eye in detecting photons entering the
aperture (g) and the total solid-angular subtense of all





A2nf Dt VT g I (A1)
The number of lenses nf is really only relevant to
compound eyes. In superposition eyes nf could reach
1000, whereas in apposition eyes it equals one (by
definition). It obviously equals one in camera eyes too,
and for their equations it is therefore omitted as a
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parameter. The fraction of absorbed white light is given






where k is the absorption coefficient of the photorecep-
tor, k is the quantum capture efficiency of the transduc-
tion process, t is the fraction of incident light
transmitted by the optics of the eye and l is the photore-
ceptor length. The bracketed term in Eq. (A2) is the
absorptance of white light in the channel (Warrant &
Nilsson, 1998). In previous studies, the absorptance has
always been given by (1ekl), but this is only valid
for monochromatic stimulation. Only animals living in
deep water experience near-monochromatic (blue) light.
The total solid-angular subtense of the output chan-
nel is given by
VTnr np V, (A3)
where nr is the number of photoreceptors associated
with each input channel (one in compound eyes, hun-
dreds or even thousands in the rod pools feeding into
ganglion cells), np is the number of input channels
summing effectively equally and V is the solid angular
subtense of each photoreceptor. For a photoreceptor of







which is equivalent to the volume under a Gaussian
function of half-width d:f radians. To calculate np we
first calculate the number of input channels (n) encom-
passed by the three-dimensional Gaussian spatial sum-
mation function (Fig. 4). Like all Gaussians, the flanks
of the summation function never reach zero. I will define
the farthest extent of summation to occur when the
summation function falls to 1% of its on-axis amplitude.
The summation formulation I present in this paper
assumes a perfect linear summation of signals from each
participating channel. This means that the signal is
proportional to np and the photon shot noise is propor-
tional to 
np.
If a summation function fp(f) of half-width Drp








then it can be easily shown that when fp(f)0.01, the
circular angular area Ab encompassed by the base of the
three-dimensional summation function is given by
Ab4.050 Drp2. (A6)
The number of input channels (n) that fill this area is
then simply Ab divided by the circular angular area






Because each of these n channels obviously do not
contribute equally to the summation, we have to calcu-
late the effective number (np) that do contribute equally.
Had all the channels contributed equally, the summa-
tion function would have actually been a cylinder (in
three dimensions), with a volume Ab h, where h, the
height of the cylinder, is simply one (the on-axis ampli-
tude of the summation function: Eq. (A5)). The actual
summation function, out to 1% amplitude, has a volume
equal to 1.12 Drp2. We can make a good estimate of np
by multiplying n by the ratio of the volumes of the
actual summation function and the cylindrical summa-






For vertebrate eyes we must also calculate nr, the
effective number of photoreceptors contributing equally
to each input channel. The receptive field of a toad
ganglion cell can be modelled as a Gaussian. According
to this model, nr is simply (Copenhagen et al., 1990):
nr1.13 d Dr2, (A9)
where d is the photoreceptor density in the retina
(deg2) and Dr is the half-width of the ganglion cell
receptive field.
We can now use Eqs. (A1), (A2), (A3), (A4) and (A8)










and further including Eq. (A9), we can do the same for










Deri6ation of sD2 with spatial summation
The total dark variance sD2 is simply the product of
the specific dark variance (v), the total volume (V) of
photoreceptive membrane contributing to the output
channel (Fig. 3), and the integration time Dt :
sD
2 v V Dt, (A10)
where V is given by the total number of contributing







All symbols have their usual meanings. We can now use
Eqs. (A8), (A10) and (A11) to derive sD2 for compound
eyes (noting that nr1),
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and further including Eq. (A9), we can do the same for
vertebrate camera eyes,
sD





Deri6ation of N and sD
2 without spatial summation
The equations for N and sD2 in the absence of
summation (Eqs. (6a), (7a), (8a) and (9a)) are derived in
exactly the same way as above except that the effective
number of channels contributing equally to spatial
summation is set to one (i.e. np1).
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